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FABER INDUSTRIE S.P.A.
      Via dell'Industria, 64 - 33043 CIVIDALE DEL FRIULI (UD) - ITALY

This is a multi-site certificate, additional site(s) are listed on the next page(s)

Bureau Veritas Certification Holding SAS – UK Branch certifies that the Management System of 
the above organisation has been audited and found to be in accordance with the requirements 

of the management system standards detailed below

ISO 45001:2018
Scope of certification

Design, manufacturing and testing of high pressure gas containers made of metal (seamless 
cylinders) materials, reinforced metal materials (seamless liners) with composite materials or 
completely made of composite materials. The main manufacturing phases are: manufacture of 

semi-finished shells for the production cylinders or liners for the production of reinforced 
metal containers with composite materials: cutting, phosphatizing, cold deep drawing, 

annealing, backwards extrusion, shot-blasting, bottom hot spinning, internal bottom boring. 
These phases are followed by the following processes: neck hot spinning, heat treatment, 

mechanical neck machining, shot-blasting, hydraulic testing, painting, inspection and testing. 
Operations for the production of high pressure tanks made of metal materials reinforced with 

composite materials or tanks made of composite materials only such as: winding, curing, 
hydraulic and autofrettage testing, painting and sealing. Material test laboratory; tests on 
finished products, specific tests for hydrogen tanks. Tools construction and maintenance 

departments. Main warehouse.

IAF 17

https://e-cer.bureauveritas.com/HU4IBDUD3TY8DVOVQIYR1QHGGCLYREWH2KIXIHXFP3RC0OE9W6U6DBEVSBCUU0VGJXKANJGJCUZF2RWFPBSZ0RDS3LVKZRYTOU2EGLGUTCG2HOAE9LJZOTODRCA85KEJU8
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FABER INDUSTRIE S.P.A.

ISO 45001:2018
Scope of certification

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

OPERATIVE SITE
Via dell'Industria, 64 - 33043 

CIVIDALE DEL FRIULI (UD) - ITALY
Technical, commercial and 
administrative direction.

OPERATIVE UNIT
Via dell'Artigianato, 20 - 33043 

CIVIDALE DEL FRIULI (UD) - ITALY

Design, manufacturing and testing of 
high pressure gas containers made of 
metal (seamless cylinders) materials, 
reinforced metal materials (seamless 
liners) with composite materials or 

completely made of composite 
materials. Manufacturing of high 
pressure gas cylinders (seamless 

cylinders and hydraulic accumulators), 
and liners for the production of 

composite reinforced tanks with metal 
liners. The main manufacturing phases 
are: cutting, phosphatizing, cold deep 

drawing, annealing, shotblasting.

https://e-cer.bureauveritas.com/HU4IBDUD3TY8DVOVQIYR1QHGGCLYREWH2KIXIHXFP3RC0OE9W6U6DBEVSBCUU0VGJXKANJGJCUZF2RWFPBSZ0RDS3LVKZRYTOU2EGLGUTCG2HOAE9LJZOTODRCA85KEJU8
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FABER INDUSTRIE S.P.A.

ISO 45001:2018
Scope of certification

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

OPERATIVE UNIT
Via del Commercio, 5/7 - 33043 
CIVIDALE DEL FRIULI (UD) - ITALY

Manufacturing of high pressure gas 
cylinders (seamless cylinders and 

hydraulic accumulators) and liners for 
the production of composite 

reinforced tanks with metal liners. 
The main manufacturing phases are: 

cutting, phosphatizing, cold deep 
drawing, annealing, shotblasting and 

these phases are followed by the 
following processes: neck hot 

spinning, heat treatment, mechanical 
neck machining, shot-blasting, 

hydraulic testing, painting, inspection 
and testing. Operations for the 

production of high

OPERATIVE UNIT
Via Borgo Padova, 2 - 31033 

CASTELFRANCO VENETO (TV) - 
ITALY

OPERATIVE UNIT
Via dell'Industria, 58 - 33043 

CIVIDALE DEL FRIULI (UD) - ITALY

Manufacturing of metallic semi-
finished shells for the production of 
high pressure gas cylinders (seamless 

cylinders and hydraulic accumulators), 
and liners for the production of 

composite reinforced tanks with metal 
liners. The main production phases 

are: cutting, reverse extrusion, shot-
blasting, hot spinning, heat 

treatment, mechanical machining. 
Tools construction and maintenance 

departments. Main warehouse.

https://e-cer.bureauveritas.com/HU4IBDUD3TY8DVOVQIYR1QHGGCLYREWH2KIXIHXFP3RC0OE9W6U6DBEVSBCUU0VGJXKANJGJCUZF2RWFPBSZ0RDS3LVKZRYTOU2EGLGUTCG2HOAE9LJZOTODRCA85KEJU8
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